Tennis Match Results
Clemson vs Virginia
4/19/2024 at Cary, NC
(Cary Tennis Park)

#2 Virginia 4, #54 Clemson 1

**Singles competition**
1. #4 Chris Rodesch (VA) def. #95 Ryuhei Azuma (CU) 6-3, 4-6, 6-4
2. #36 Inaki Montes (VA) vs. #102 Wissam Abderrahman (CU) 6-7 (3-7), 6-0, 3-1, unfinished
3. Noa Vukadin (CU) def. #51 J vd Schulenburg (VA) 6-2, 6-4
4. #45 Dylan Dietrich (VA) def. Marko Mesarovic (CU) 6-1, 6-2
5. Alexander Kiefer (VA) def. Stewart Aronson (CU) 7-6 (7-0), 6-2
6. Mans Dahlberg (VA) vs. Max Smith (CU) 7-6 (9-7), 4-6, unfinished

**Doubles competition**
1. #12 Inaki Montes/James Hopper (VA) vs. #55 Noa Vukadin/Max Smith (CU) 5-3, unfinished
2. #62 Chris Rodesch/J vd Schulenburg (VA) def. Wissam Abderrahman/Max Damm (CU) 6-3
3. Alexander Kiefer/Dylan Dietrich (VA) def. Marko Mesarovic/Matt Pitts (CU) 6-3

Match Notes:
Clemson 14-13, 4-8; National ranking #54
Virginia 20-4, 12-0; National ranking #2
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3); Singles (4,3,5,1)
2024 ACC Men's Tennis Championship: Quarterfinals, Match 1